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{Center for Biophysics and Computational Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IllinoisABSTRACT Recent advances in fluorescence microscopy have enabled high-resolution imaging and tracking of single
proteins and biomolecules in cells. To achieve high spatial resolutions in the nanometer range, bright and photostable fluores-
cent probes are critically required. From this view, there is a strong need for development of advanced fluorescent probes
with molecular-scale dimensions for fluorescence imaging. Polymer-based dendrimer nanoconjugates hold strong potential
to serve as versatile fluorescent probes due to an intrinsic capacity for tailored spectral properties such as brightness and
emission wavelength. In this work, we report a new, to our knowledge, class of molecular probes based on dye-conjugated
dendrimers for fluorescence imaging and single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. We engineered fluorescent dendritic
nanoprobes (FDNs) to contain multiple organic dyes and reactive groups for target-specific biomolecule labeling. The photo-
physical properties of dye-conjugated FDNs (Cy5-FDNs and Cy3-FDNs) were characterized using single-molecule fluorescence
microscopy, which revealed greatly enhanced photostability, increased probe brightness, and improved localization precision in
high-resolution fluorescence imaging compared to single organic dyes. As proof-of-principle demonstration, Cy5-FDNs were
used to assay single-molecule nucleic acid hybridization and for immunofluorescence imaging of microtubules in cytoskeletal
networks. In addition, Cy5-FDNs were used as reporter probes in a single-molecule protein pull-down assay to characterize
antibody binding and target protein capture. In all cases, the photophysical properties of FDNs resulted in enhanced fluores-
cence imaging via improved brightness and/or photostability.INTRODUCTIONRecent advances in fluorescence imaging and single-mole-
cule fluorescence microscopy (SMFM) have enabled the
direct observation of biological processes at the molecular
level (1–6). Fluorescence imaging techniques critically
rely on bright and photostable fluorescent probes with
robust photophysical properties. Despite recent progress,
there is a strong need for development of advanced fluores-
cent probes with small sizes and robust photophysical prop-
erties for biological imaging. Currently available fluorescent
probes for biological labeling include genetically encoded
fluorescent proteins (2,7), organic dyes (1,8), and semicon-
ductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) (9,10). Organic
dyes are typically brighter than genetically encoded fluores-
cent proteins due to enhanced quantum yields and/or molar
absorption coefficients. Moreover, the photophysical prop-
erties of many organic dyes can be enhanced using reducing
agents and oxygen scavenger systems (11–13). Single
organic dye molecules are also small in size (<1 nm), which
facilitates nonperturbative biomolecule labeling. However,
organic dyes and fluorescent proteins generally suffer
from rapid irreversible photobleaching, which can limit
the study of some biological processes. Inorganic nanocon-
jugates such as QDs are exceptionally bright and have pho-Submitted September 22, 2012, and accepted for publication January 28,
2013.
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over a wide range of wavelengths (14,15). However,
compared to single organic dyes, biocompatible QDs are
relatively large in size (~10–20 nm) due to their core/shell
structure (16,17).
In this work, we report a new, to our knowledge, class of
fluorescent probes based on chemically modified, multidye-
labeled dendritic polymers. Biocompatible probes with
small dimensions (<10 nm) are critically required for
biological imaging and high-resolution fluorescence
microscopy (18). To address this issue, we synthesized
fluorescent dendritic nanoprobes (FDNs) to contain multiple
covalently linked organic dyes on nanometer-sized
macromolecules, thereby generating bright and photostable
probes for fluorescence imaging. Dye-conjugated den-
drimers are compact in size (~5 nm) and show superior
spectral properties compared to single organic dyes.
Dendrimers are polymers having highly regular branched
structures with large numbers of terminal functional groups
(19,20). Compared to linear macromolecules, dendrimers
can be synthesized with controlled shapes and nearly mono-
disperse sizes, which is a key advantage for fluorescent
probes used for biological labeling. Over the past several
years, dendrimers have been used for gene and drug delivery
(21) and diagnostic applications via live cell or animal
imaging (22). Fluorescent dendrimers have been studied
previously, but for different purposes, including syn-
thetic light-harvesting macromolecules (23,24), aromatichttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.01.052
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for bioassays (29,30), and optically active dendrimers that
complex DNA (31–34). Our work aims to capitalize on
the advantageous photophysical properties of multidye
dendritic nanoconjugates to develop a new class, to our
knowledge, of versatile and functional molecular probes
for fluorescence imaging and sensing.
Dendritic nanoconjugates have an intrinsic capacity for
broad chemical and functional versatility. From this
perspective, dendrimers can be viewed as well-defined
molecular scaffolds for assembling multiple fluorescent
dyes and chemical functional groups onto single nanoscale
probes. In this work, we use polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
dendrimers, which serve as an ideal chemical platform
for building synthetic nanoprobes. PAMAM dendrimers
exhibit high degrees of water solubility and allow for
facile surface functionalization via terminal amine groups,
thereby enabling conjugation of multiple organic dyes via
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester linkages (35,36). In
particular, we synthesized FDNs conjugated with multiple
cyanine dyes, including both Cy5-FDNs and Cy3-FDNs.
We further modified dendrimer scaffolds with various chem-
ical functional groups, including biotin and dibenzocyclooc-
tyne (DBCO) for copper-free click chemistry, which
facilitates target-specific conjugation to biomolecules (37).
Using SMFM, we show that single dendritic nanoprobes
bearing multiple cyanine dyes exhibit enhanced photophys-
ical properties compared to single dye molecules, including
exceptional photostability and increased brightness. In
particular, single-molecule studies of FDNs reveal substan-
tially increased fluorescence photobleaching lifetimes,
defined as fluorescence on-time before bleaching to an
effectively permanent dark state. Molecular probes with
increased photobleaching lifetimes are critical for enabling
long timescale observation of biological events using fluo-
rescence imaging. By contrast, many organic dyes exhibit
relatively short photobleaching lifetimes, especially for
dyes with fluorescence emission wavelengths in the red
region of the spectrum (600–700 nm), which can signifi-
cantly limit the observation time for bulk-level and single-
molecule fluorescence imaging studies (8).
Beyond nanoprobe synthesis and photophysical charac-
terization, we directly applied FDNs to nucleic acid and
protein assays using SMFM. We show that FDNs can be
localized with nanometer-scale precision, superior to the
localization precision achieved from the constituent single
dyes when studied in isolation, which is a direct conse-
quence of increased fluorescence emission intensities result-
ing from the multichromophoric nanostructures. In addition,
we directly used Cy5-FDNs to assay single-molecule
nucleic acid hybridization and for immunofluorescence
imaging of microtubules in cytoskeletal networks. We
further demonstrate proof-of-principle application of Cy5-
FDNs to study protein-protein interactions at the single-
molecule level using a single-molecule protein pull-down(SiMPull) assay (38). In all cases, FDNs exhibit robust pho-
tophysical properties and appear to hold strong potential as
a new class of bright and photostable molecular probes for
biological labeling and imaging.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical synthesis of dendritic nanoprobes
Multiple amine-reactive Cy5-NHS or Cy3-NHS ester dyes were linked to
generation-5 (G5) or generation-6 (G6) PAMAM-amine dendrimers
(Scheme S1 in the Supporting Material). G5 and G6 PAMAM dendrimers
are ~5 and ~6 nm in diameter and nominally contain 128 and 256 surface
amine groups, respectively. PAMAM dendrimers were further functional-
ized with biotin for affinity labeling or DBCO for click chemistry to enable
target-specific labeling of biomolecules or surface immobilization for
SMFM. After each successive addition reaction, the average degree of
dye or chemical substitution was quantified by MALDI-TOF (matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight) mass spectrometry
analysis (see the Supporting Material). In this way, we could control the
extent of fluorescent dye loading between ~1 and 15 dye molecules for
PAMAM dendrimers. To prevent additional reactions or premature degra-
dation, a fraction of the amine groups on PAMAM dendrimer surfaces
was blocked with acetyl groups. At neutral pH, the remaining amine
groups are protonated to yield surface ammonium ions (R-NH3
þ).
Following chemical synthesis and purification, FDNs remained stable for
several months upon storage at 4C.Photophysical characterization of dendritic
nanoprobes
The photophysical properties of FDNs were characterized using bulk fluo-
rescence spectrophotometry and SMFM. Bulk fluorescence emission and
absorption spectra of FDN samples were obtained using a fluorescence
spectrophotometer (Varian Eclipse). Single-molecule images of FDNs
were obtained using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX-71) equipped
for total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF-M). Images
were acquired using an electron multiplying charge-coupled device
(EMCCD) camera (Andor iXonEMþ). For SMFM experiments, fluorescent
probes were immobilized on glass coverslip surfaces using copper-free
click chemistry. First, glass coverslips were functionalized with PEG/
PEG-biotin, followed by successive incubation with NeutrAvidin and
a biotin-azide linker (Pierce). Next, DBCO-modified FDNs or DBCO-
Cy5 dyes were covalently linked to glass coverslips through Cu-free click
reaction with surface azide groups. Where indicated, FDNs and single
Cy5 or Cy3 molecules were imaged in the presence of an oxygen scavenger
system (glucose oxidase/catalase, Sigma) to minimize photobleaching.
For comparative purposes, we also imaged FDNs and single Cy5 or Cy3
molecules in the absence of the oxygen scavenger system. Beyond proof-
of-principle photophysical characterization experiments, Cy5-FDNs were
used for DNA hybridization and an antibody binding assay by SiMPull.
(see the Supporting Material).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FDNs were synthesized by conjugating multiple organic
dyes to generation-5 (G5) and generation-6 (G6) PAMAM
dendrimers (Fig. 1). In this way, dendrimer molecules serve
as molecular scaffolds to assemble multiple organic dyes
and functional groups (Fig. 1 a), thereby generating fluores-
cent probes with nanoscale dimensions. A schematic of an
FDN probe for illustrative purposes is shown in Fig. 1 a,Biophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575
ab c
FIGURE 1 Dendrimer-based probes for fluorescence microscopy. (a)
Schematic of FDNs, wherein multiple Cy5 dye molecules are conjugated
to single PAMAM dendrimer molecules. Dendrimer surfaces are function-
alized with DBCO to enable target-specific biochemical labeling using
copper-free click chemistry. (b) Surface chemistry for single-molecule
studies of FDNs, which are specifically linked to coverslip surfaces using
copper-free click chemistry. (c) Single-molecule image of Cy5-FDNs.
Scale bar: 3 mm.
1568 Kim et al.and the full chemical structure of a PAMAM dendrimer
conjugated with Cy5 dyes is shown in Scheme S1. Tables
S1–S4 contain a summary of custom-modified dendritic
nanoprobes used in this work (see the Supporting Material).
In all cases, the average degree of chemical substitution on
the FDNs can be accurately controlled through the reagent-
to-dendrimer stoichiometry. Through a sequence of chemi-
cal conjugation reactions, we prepared Cy5-FDNs in which
the number of chemical groups attached to the FDN surface
could be controlled with narrow average values, as deter-
mined by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis. In
this way, the average values of the number of Cy5 (or
Cy3), biotin, DBCO, and acetyl groups attached to the
FDN surface could be adjusted over the broad ranges of
1–15, 0–10, 0–10, and 0–80, respectively. Although the
average range of chemical substitution can be tightly
controlled, chemical conjugation will yield a distribution
of occupancy within the dendrimer sample. Nevertheless,
mass spectrometry analysis showed a low sample polydis-
persity index (PDI ¼ 1.02) that remained constant before
and after chemical coupling reactions (Tables S1–S4).
Therefore, we concluded that no agglomeration occurred
in the dendrimer samples before or after chemical conjuga-
tion, and the dendrimer molecules were fairly monodis-
perse. We further used PEGylation and/or acetylation to
cap some of the remaining terminal primary amine groups
on dendrimer surfaces, which minimizes nonspecific inter-
actions with biomolecules and facilitates target-specific
protein labeling. Surface capping of terminal amine groupsBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575by acetylation prevented premature degradation of PAMAM
dendrimers by inhibiting subsequent and undesired side
reactions.
Following synthesis and chemical analysis of Cy5-FDNs,
we characterized the photophysical properties of these
probes using SMFM. First, single Cy5-FDNs were immobi-
lized on glass coverslip surfaces using specific chemical
linkages (Fig. 1 b). PEGylated glass coverslips containing
a mixture of PEG/PEG-biotin were treated with NeutrAvi-
din, rinsed thoroughly, and incubated with a biotin-azide
linker. Next, DBCO-modified Cy5-FDNs or organic dyes
were incubated with the azide-modified coverslips, thereby
immobilizing fluorescent probes directly to surfaces using
copper-free click chemistry (37). Overall, this approach
yields single isolated Cy5-FDNs specifically linked to
coverslip surfaces through biotin-avidin interactions, which
is a common strategy for biomolecule immobilization (1,8).
Single-molecule images of Cy5-FDNs are shown in Fig. 1 c.
We determined the localization precision and fluores-
cence emission intensities for single Cy5-FDNs and single
Cy5 dyes (Fig. 2). Importantly, Cy5-FDNs are substantially
brighter probes compared to single organic dyes (Fig. 2, c
and f). The average fluorescence emission intensity for
Cy5-FDNs bearing ~8 Cy5 dyes is ~4 times larger than
a single Cy5 dye under the same excitation conditions,
which results in a substantially improved signal/noise ratio
for Cy5-FDNs (Fig. S1). For the imaging conditions used
here, the fluorescence signal given by the EMCCD camera
is directly proportional to the number of detected photons,
which suggests that a larger number of photons is collected
from Cy5-FDNs. Pixelated digital images show that both
single Cy5-FDNs (Fig. 2 c, inset) and single Cy5 molecules
(Fig. 2 f, inset) appear as diffraction-limited spots, which is
expected based on Abbe’s criterion for diffraction-limited
optics, where the minimum resolvable feature size is
R ¼ l/2NA z 230 nm for a wavelength l z 665 nm and
numerical aperture NA ¼ 1.4.
Although single nanoprobes appear as diffraction-limited
spots, the spatial position of any probe can be determined
with arbitrarily small (nanometer or subnanometer) preci-
sion, provided that enough photons are collected. Several
techniques have been developed for subdiffraction limit
imaging of biological samples. Fluorescence imaging
with one nanometer accuracy has been used to monitor
intracellular events with nanometer-scale spatial resolution
(1–10 nm), including real-time tracking of motor proteins
(39–41). Recent advances in super-resolution microscopy
have enabled the direct observation of cellular events
beyond the diffraction limit (2,5), including stimulated
emission depletion microscopy (42,43), wide-field struc-
tured illumination (44), and single-molecule techniques
based on photoswitchable fluorescent probes including
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (45,46),
ground-state depletion microscopy followed by individual
molecule return (47), and photoactivated localization
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FIGURE 2 Localization precision and fluorescence intensity plots for single molecules of (a–c) Cy5-FDNs and (d–f) Cy5 dyes. (a and d) Distribution
of centroid positions for a single Cy5-FDN and a single Cy5 dye, respectively (scale bar: 20 nm). Centroid positions for fluorescent probes were determined
by Gaussian mask estimation over successive images. (b and e) two-dimensional Gaussian fits to the distributions of centroid position were used to determine
localization precisions of 14 nm for Cy5-FDNs and 23 nm for single Cy5 dyes, expressed as the FWHM of the two-dimensional Gaussian fit. (c and f)
Diffraction-limited fluorescence intensity plots for single Cy5-FDN molecules and single Cy5 dye molecules, respectively, showing that Cy5-FDNs are
significantly brighter compared to single Cy5 dye molecules (scale bar: 1 mm). In all cases, Cy5-FDNs and single Cy5 dyes were imaged using the same
excitation conditions.
Fluorescent Dendrimer Probes 1569microscopy (2,48). Spatial resolutions in the range of ~20
and 30 nm are typically achieved using single organic
dyes or fluorescent proteins in stochastic optical reconstruc-
tion microscopy and photoactivated localization microscopy
(3,5,45,49).
We determined the localization precision for single Cy5-
FDNs using single-molecule imaging (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2).
In these experiments, the centroid position of the diffrac-
tion-limited point spread function (PSF) for a fluorescent
probe is determined using a maximum likelihood estimation
method with a Gaussian mask estimated PSF (50). The
distribution of centroid positions determined for the same
probe over successive images (Fig. 2 a) is fit to a two-dimen-
sional Gaussian (Fig. 2 b). Importantly, we observed a ~2
improvement in localization precision for Cy5-FDNs
compared to single dyes, which is directly attributed to an
increased number of photons collected from Cy5-FDNs
(Fig. S1). For FDNs based on G5 PAMAM dendrimers
conjugated with ~8 Cy5 dyes, we determined a localization
precision of 6.0 nm (measured as s.d.), which corresponds to
14 nm in full width at half-maximum (FWHM) (Fig. 2,
a and b). For FDNs based on G6 PAMAM dendrimers
conjugated with ~14 Cy5 dyes, we determined the localiza-
tion precision of 5.1 nm measured as the standard deviation
(s.d.) over multiple localization events, which corresponds
to 12 nm in FWHM. Using the same laser excitation and
imaging conditions, we determined the localization preci-sion for single Cy5 dyes to be 9.8 nm (measured as s.d.),
which corresponds to 23 nm in FWHM (Fig. 2, d and e).
Localization precision is often reported as the standard
deviation of multiple localization events for a probe,
whereas the spatial resolution is reported as the standard
deviation (s.d.) or FWHM for multiple localizations
(46,51). Overall, these experiments directly demonstrate
that FDNs can be localized with superior precision
compared to single organic dyes, which is extremely useful
for high-resolution single-molecule localization or subcel-
lular center-of-mass tracking experiments.
High-precision localization of fluorescent probes strongly
depends on the total number of collected photons. Localiza-
tion precision (dx) can be estimated by the expression:
dx2z (s2 þ c1a2)/N þ c2s4b2/a2N2, where s is the standard
deviation of the Gaussian fit to the PSF, N is the number of
collected photons, b is standard deviation of the back-
ground, a is the pixel size of the detector and c1 and c2
are numerical constants (52). The statistics of Cy5-FDN
probe brightness are shown in Fig. S1, which compares
the total number of collected photons for single Cy5-
FDNs and single Cy5 dyes. Together, these experiments
show that Cy5-FDNs improve localization precision by
significantly increasing the total number of photons (N)
collected per probe compared to single organic dyes.
Bright fluorescent probes with improved photostability
would greatly benefit fluorescence microscopy andBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575
1570 Kim et al.biological imaging. In a series of single-molecule experi-
ments, we measured the photobleaching kinetics of FDNs
compared to single organic dyes (Fig. 3 and Fig. S3). Photo-
bleaching lifetimes are quantified by tracking individual
fluorescence intensity traces from single FDNs and single
dyes and recording the time required to bleach to a dark state
under constant excitation. Fig. 3 a shows the active fraction
of fluorescent molecules (Cy5-FDNs or Cy5 dyes) as a func-
tion of time, averaged over ~1000 molecule ensembles. The
active, nonbleached fraction of Cy5-FDNs displayed a
remarkably linear decay response, whereas the nonbleached
fraction of single dyes fit to a single exponential decay,
which is expected based on photobleaching statistics for
single dyes (Fig. S4) (8). In this way, Cy5-FDNs remain
bright and photoactive for extended durations, which cana b
c d
e f
FIGURE 3 Single-molecule photobleaching kinetics for Cy5-FDNs and
Cy5 molecules under the same excitation and imaging conditions. (a) Frac-
tion of nonphotobleached fluorophores as a function of time for ~1000
molecule ensembles of Cy5-FDN and Cy5 molecules (2.2 kW/cm2 inten-
sity). (b) Fluorescence photobleaching lifetimes for single Cy5-FDNs and
single Cy5 molecules as a function of laser excitation intensity. In (a)
and (b), data was acquired in the presence of GODCAT as an oxygen scav-
enging system. (c) Single-molecule photobleaching kinetics for single Cy5
dyes in the presence of 1.0% (v/v) BME and 2 mM Trolox (6.6 kW/cm2
intensity). (d) Single-molecule photobleaching kinetics for Cy5-FDNs in
the presence of 1.0% (v/v) BME and 2 mM Trolox. (e) Single-molecule
fluorescence emission traces (5 sample molecules) for Cy5-FDNs in the
presence of Trolox. (f) Single-molecule fluorescence emission traces (5
sample molecules) for Cy5-FDNs in the absence of Trolox and BME.
Biophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575be useful to assay biological dynamics over longer periods
of time in fluorescence microscopy experiments. We also
observed extended photobleaching lifetimes for Cy3-
FDNs (Fig. S3).
Overall, FDNs exhibit significantly increased photo-
bleaching lifetimes compared to single dye molecules. To
evaluate the performance of Cy5-FDNs under different
imaging conditions, we further characterized photobleach-
ing lifetimes for Cy5-FDNs and single Cy5 dyes as a func-
tion of laser excitation intensity (Fig. 3 b). In these
experiments, the fluorescence half-time is defined as the
time required for 50% of the initial population to photo-
bleach to an irreversible dark state. In all cases, the photo-
bleaching lifetimes of single Cy5-FDNs far exceed the
lifetimes of single Cy5 dyes. In particular, we observed
a ~6–10 increase in photobleaching lifetimes for Cy5-
FDNs based on G5 PAMAM dendrimers conjugated with
~8 Cy5 dyes. For laser excitation intensities typical for
SMFM, approximately half of the Cy5-FDN population
remains active after ~140 s of constant illumination
(2.2 kW/cm2), whereas half of the single Cy5 dye popula-
tion photobleaches within ~15 s. Finally, we observed
a ~17 increase in the photobleaching lifetimes for single
Cy5-FDNs based on G6 PAMAM dendrimers conjugated
with ~14 Cy5 dyes, compared to the photobleaching life-
time of single Cy5 dyes (Fig. S5). The photostability results
shown in Fig. 3, a and b, and Fig. S5 were obtained for imag-
ing in the presence of glucose oxidase/catalase (GODCAT),
which is a coupled enzymatic system used to scavenge
oxygen from solution. We also studied the fluorescence
emission intensity of FDN probes in the presence of beta-
mercaptoethanol (BME), a reducing agent known to
suppress short timescale (millisecond) blinking events.
The fraction of active Cy5 dyes and Cy5-FDNs in the pres-
ence of BME are shown in Fig. 3, c and d, respectively.
Clearly, addition of BME substantially reduces the fraction
of active or bright probes for both single Cy5 dyes and FDN
probes, which is likely attributed to a decrease in probe
brightness due to BME inducing long-lived dark states.
We also observed the photobleaching behavior of Cy5-
FDNs in the presence of Trolox, another reducing agent
known to suppress the long-lived dark states (53). In the
presence of Trolox, the photostability of Cy5-FDN probes
is tremendously increased, as shown in Fig. 3 d. We further
investigated the fluorescence emission intensity of single
FDN probes in the presence (Fig. 3 e) and absence (Fig. 3
f) of Trolox, where five sample molecular traces for each
condition are shown. Interestingly, single-molecule traces
for Cy5-FDNs show that Trolox confers a marked increase
in the stability of the fluorescence emission intensity for
single FDN probes. In this way, FDN probes offer the
dual advantage of increased brightness (due to multiple
conjugated dyes) with increased photostability for single-
molecule biophysics experiments when imaged in the
presence of reducing agents such as Trolox, which will be
Fluorescent Dendrimer Probes 1571useful for single-molecule biophysics experiments based on
fluorescence.
Although Cy5-FDNs are brighter than single organic
dyes, the increase in probe brightness does not scale linearly
with the average number of conjugated dyes per Cy5-FDN
molecule. For example, Cy5-FDNs based on G5 PAMAM
dendrimers show a ~2–5 increase in the number of
collected photons relative to single Cy5 dyes, which does
not match the average number Cy5 dyes per probe (~8)
determined by MALDI-TOF MS (Table S1). To investigate
fluorescence emission intensities for Cy5-FDNs, we
measured the bulk fluorescence emission for Cy5-FDN
samples and Cy5 dye samples at equivalent dye concentra-
tions based on equal absorption (Fig. S6). Bulk fluorescence
measurements showed that Cy5-FDN fluorescence emission
was ~45% less intense (per dye molecule) compared to free
Cy5 dye samples, which is in good agreement with single-
molecule fluorescence data. If individual dye molecules on
dendrimer scaffolds are independent, noninteracting fluoro-
phores, then photobleaching lifetimes are not expected to
increase compared to single dye molecules, and the fluores-
cence emission intensity of single Cy5-FDNs would scale
linearly with the number of dye molecules conjugated to
dendrimer surfaces. However, this is not the case for FDN
dendrimer probes conjugated with multiple dyes. In addi-
tion, photophysical interactions between dyes on dendrimer
scaffolds would complicate the determination of the distri-
bution of dyes per dendrimer probe using single-molecule
fluorescence emission data.
Collective photophysical effects would alter the emission
properties of independent nearby dyes. Collective effects in
multichromophoric systems such as natural light-harvesting
complexes (54,55) or synthetic systems (28,56,57) can arise
due to several photophysical mechanisms. Strong excitonic
coupling can occur for dyes located in close proximity
(<1 nm) (58), which results in splitting of the excited elec-
tronic state with new selection rules for electronic transi-
tions, thereby yielding H-dimers with blue-shifted
absorption and fluorescence quenching (59), or J-dimers
with red-shifted absorption and enhanced fluorescence
emission (58). Weak excitonic coupling can occur for larger
interchromophoric spacings (~1–2 nm), resulting in reduced
fluorescence emission but no observable change in absorp-
tion spectra (56). For Cy5-FDNs based on G5 dendrimers
conjugated with 8 dyes, the maximum interchromophoric
spacing between two individual dyes on a single Cy5-
FDN is ~3–4 nm (based on geometrical considerations),
which allows for the possibility of strong or weak excitonic
coupling. However, strong excitonic coupling is unlikely,
because the bulk absorption spectrum for FDN samples is
neither blue- nor red-shifted compared to free Cy5 dye
(Fig. S7) or to FDNs labeled with only ~1 Cy5 dye per probe
(Fig. S8). On the other hand, weak excitonic coupling is
supported by single-molecule experiments. Single-molecule
fluorescence intensity traces show that a subpopulation ofCy5-FDNs exhibits structured, stepwise photobleaching
behavior, whereas a separate subpopulation shows broad,
unstructured fluorescence intensities. Unstructured fluores-
cence intensity traces have been attributed to weak excitonic
coupling interactions for aromatic dendrimers labeled with
multiple dyes (28,57), which may explain the reduced fluo-
rescence emission observed for Cy5-FDNs (Fig. S6). More-
over, weak coupling interactions could also explain the
nonexponential photobleaching behavior for Cy5-FDNs
shown in Fig. 3 a. To explore this phenomenon further,
we synthesized Cy5-FDNs containing an average of ~1
Cy5 dye on G5 PAMAM scaffolds. We observed that the
photobleaching half-time for Cy5-FDNs containing ~1
Cy5 dye was similar to the photobleaching half-time of
single (free) Cy5 dyes, which suggests that putative interac-
tions between Cy5 molecules and dendritic scaffolds do
not give rise to altered photophysical effects such as
enhanced photostability (Fig. S8). Based on these results,
we attribute the extended photobleaching lifetimes to
weak coupling interactions between dye molecules on
dendritic nanoprobes.
Beyond photophysical characterization, we demonstrated
proof-of-principle application of Cy5-FDNs to single-mole-
cule fluorescence imaging. In particular, we used Cy5-FDNs
as fluorescent probes in a SiMPull assay, which allows for
target-specific capture and quantification of proteins at the
single-molecule level (Fig. 4) (38). Single-molecule images
were obtained using TIRF-M, as shown in the schematic of
the experimental setup in Fig. 4 a. First, mouse and bovine
secondary antibodies were conjugated with Cy5-FDNs
using copper-free click chemistry (see the Supporting Mate-
rial). Next, antibiotin primary antibody (mouse) was immo-
bilized on biotin-serum-coated glass coverslip surfaces,
followed by incubation of Cy5-FDN-secondary antibody
(mouse or bovine) to allow for target-specific protein
capture. The average number of target mouse Cy5-FDN-
secondary antibodies in a field of view was 320 5 36
(mouse primary antibody), which far exceeds the number
of surface-bound molecules in control experiments (bovine
primary antibody, 7 5 7; no mouse primary antibody,
22 5 9; no bovine primary antibody, 7 5 4) (Fig. 4 b).
Fig. 4 c shows representative images from the single-mole-
cule pull-down assay, which clearly show highly specific
protein capture as revealed by Cy5-FDN probes. In the
single-molecular pull-down assay, we also used two-color
fluorescence colocalization between Cy3-primary anti-
bodies and Cy5-FDN-secondary antibodies to directly
demonstrate high fidelity protein capture between target
proteins (Fig. 4 d).
In addition to single-molecule protein capture ex-
periments, we also used FDN probes for conventional
immunofluorescence imaging, which further demonstrates
proof-of-principle application of FDN probes to biological
imaging (Fig. 5). In this experiment, we imaged the micro-
tubule cytoskeleton in mammalian cells (HEK293) byBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575
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FIGURE 4 SiMPull assay using Cy5-FDNs as
fluorescent probes. (a) Schematic of single-mole-
cule experimental scheme. Antibiotin primary AB
was incubated with surfaces treated with bio-
tinylated serum, followed by incubation of Cy5-
FDN-conjugated secondary AB targeting mouse
IgG and bovine IgG. (b) The SiMPull assay was
quantified by counting the average numbers of
bound ABs per field of view for target (mouse
secondary) and negative control experiments. (c)
Single-molecule images of the SiMPull assay,
which clearly show high degrees of specific protein
capture and low amounts of nonspecific interac-
tions. Images were acquired using TIRF-M. Scale
bar: 6 mm. (d) Single-molecule fluorescence coloc-
alization experiments showing spatial colocaliza-
tion between Cy3-labeled primary antibodies and
Cy5-FDN-labeled mouse secondary antibodies. In
these experiments, Cy3-primary antibodies and
Cy5-FDN secondary antibodies were mixed in a
1:1 molar ratio and immobilized on the biotin-
serum bound surface. For display, Cy3 molecules
and Cy5-FDNs are pseudocolored as green and
red, respectively. Scale bar: 1 mm.
1572 Kim et al.immunofluorescence microscopy using Cy5-FDN-conju-
gated antibodies. Microtubule networks in fixed HEK293
cells were labeled using a primary anti-alpha-tubulin anti-
body (clone AA13, mouse), followed by incubation with
Cy5-FDN-conjugated secondary antibodies (antimouse).
To facilitate labeling, secondary antibodies were modified
with azide moieties via azide-NHS ester linkers, followed
by direct conjugation to Cy5-FDNs by copper-free click
chemistry. For labeling studies, we adjusted the Cy5-FDN-
to-antibody stoichiometry to 0.4:1 (FDN:protein) to avoid
conjugation of multiple Cy5-FDNs to secondary antibodies,
whereas single Cy5 dyes were conjugated to secondary
antibodies using a 0.9:1 (dye:protein) stoichiometry.
Fig. 5 shows immunofluorescence images of microtubule
networks obtained using both Cy5-FDN-conjugated and
Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies. Immunofluorescence
images show that conventional, single organic dye-conju-
gated antibodies photobleach rapidly when obtained using
moderate to high excitation intensity. However, immunoflu-
orescence images obtained using Cy5-FDN-conjugated
secondary antibodies showed vastly improved photostabil-
ity, which agrees with photophysical characterization of
Cy5-FDNs (Fig. 3). Fluorescence images shown in Fig. 5
were acquired using relatively high excitation intensity
(22 kW/cm2), such that single Cy5 dyes photobleached after
only a few seconds of constant exposure, whereas Cy5-
FDNs remained fluorescent in excess of 120 s of exposureBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575under the same illumination conditions. In general,
secondary antibodies have a limited number of lysine or
cysteine reactive sites to facilitate fluorescent probe conju-
gation, and labeling antibodies with FDNs uses fewer reac-
tive sites given the same brightness increase relative to
single organic dyes. Therefore, our results suggest that the
quality of immunofluorescence images can be enhanced
and acquired over longer periods of time using antibodies
conjugated with FDNs.
Based on our experiments, FDN probes provide several
advantages over labeling antibodies with single organic
dyes for SiMPull protein capture experiments or conven-
tional immunofluorescence imaging. In our experiments
using FDN probes, we found that labeling secondary anti-
bodies with dendritic nanoprobes neither hinders function-
ality nor significantly reduces specificity, which suggests
that Cy5-FDNs can be used for target-specific protein
labeling. In this way, FDN probes offer the dual advantage
of increased probe brightness with minimal protein modifi-
cation, which is useful in retaining functionality for anti-
body binding and protein capture experiments. For
example, in conducting SiMPull experiments, antibodies
generally need to be heavily labeled with multiple dye mole-
cules to achieve increased fluorescence emission using
organic dyes. However, extensive modifications to
secondary antibodies are known to reduce binding affinity
and disrupt antigenicity and function. By conjugating only
Cy5-labeled AB FDN-labeled AB
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FIGURE 5 Immunofluorescence imaging of cytoskeletal networks in
mammalian cells using Cy5-FDN-conjugated antibodies. Microtubules
were immunostained with Cy5-FDN or Cy5-conjugated secondary anti-
bodies. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy images of immunolabeled
microtubules show a marked increase in photostability for Cy5-FDN-conju-
gated antibodies compared to Cy5-labeled antibodies. Images were ob-
tained using the same excitation and imaging conditions (22 kW/cm2, in
the presence of the GODCAToxygen scavenger system). The concentration
of secondary antibody was maintained constant in both experiments, and
the labeling ratio was 0.4:1 and 0.9:1 probe:antibody for Cy5-FDN and
Cy5 probes, respectively.
FIGURE 6 Single-molecule DNA hybridization assay using Cy5-FDNs
as fluorescent probes. (a) Schematic of the single-molecule experimental
setup. Cy3-labeled DNA was immobilized on PEGylated surfaces using
biotin-NeutrAvidin linkages. (b) Cy5-FDN labeled DNA complementary
to the surface bound oligos was introduced to allow for DNA hybridization.
(c) Single-molecule images obtained during the DNA hybridization
assay, which show DNA hybridization as evidenced by Cy3/Cy5-FDN
colocalization.
Fluorescent Dendrimer Probes 1573a single FDN probe to a single antibody, we achieve brighter
fluorescence emission and increased signal/noise per anti-
body. Finally, in our experiments, we observed no signifi-
cant nonspecific interactions between FDN probes and
proteins during binding, capture, or immunofluorescence
imaging experiments.
In a final set of experiments, we used Cy5-FDNs as
probes to assay single-molecule nucleic acid hybridization
(Fig. 6). In this experiment, we performed two-color fluores-
cence imaging experiments to study the hybridization
between two complementary DNA oligonucleotides. Here,
a surface-bound oligo labeled with a Cy3 dye was hybrid-
ized to the complementary DNA oligo labeled with a
Cy5-FDN probe (Fig. 6, a and b). First, single-stranded
DNA oligonucleotides containing a Cy3 dye and biotin at
the 50 and 30 termini, respectively, were specifically linkedto NeutrAvidin-treated PEG/PEG biotin coverslips. Indi-
vidual Cy3-labeled DNA molecules on the surface were
imaged and localized using TIRF-M. Next, a single-
stranded DNA oligo complementary to the surface-bound
strand containing a Cy5-FDN at the 30 terminus was incu-
bated for 5 min to allow for DNA hybridization. The
DNA hybridization reaction was performed in a binding
buffer containing bovine serum albumin and nonspecific
nucleic acids, which minimizes nonspecific binding of the
target oligo. Finally, the coverslip surfaces were rinsed copi-
ously with buffer, and single-molecule images were
obtained.
In this experiment, DNA hybridization events are visual-
ized at the single-molecule level by colocalization of green
(Cy3 channel) and red (Cy5-channel) emission. Fig. 6 c
shows that single-molecule images of Cy3-DNA and
FDN-Cy5-DNA overlap, which suggests that the comple-
mentary strands of DNA are efficiently hybridized. Our
results show that the emission of FDN-Cy5 co-localizes
with Cy3 dye with high frequency during DNA hybridiza-
tion experiments and not during control experiments
using only FDN probes and Cy3 dyes. High fidelity of
colocalization precludes nonspecific interactions as the
dominant mechanism for DNA binding. Taken together
with the enhanced photobleaching times for FDN probes
compared to single dyes (Fig. 3), these results suggest
that FDNs can be an attractive option for single-moleculeBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1566–1575
1574 Kim et al.nucleic acid labeling and DNA localization experiments due
to the extended data acquisition period compared to single
organic dyes.
In this work, we present dendritic nanoconjugates as
molecular-scale fluorescent probes for SMFM. We charac-
terized the photophysical properties of FDNs, and we
demonstrate the direct application of these probes to DNA
and protein assays. Dendrimers function as molecular
scaffolds to effectively package multiple dye molecules
into single, nanometer-sized macromolecules. Single-mole-
cule fluorescence measurements reveal that FDNs exhibit
enhanced photostability, brightness, and localization
precision compared to single organic dye molecules. It is
important to note that these advantageous photophysical
properties are achieved using small nanoscale probes
(~5 nm), significantly smaller in size compared to large fluo-
rescent beads (~40–1000þ nm) or biocompatible semicon-
ductor nanocrystals (~20 nm). There is a strong need for
development of advanced fluorescent probes with small
nanoscale dimensions for biological imaging. Of course,
fluorescent beads can be localized with precisions below
the diffraction limit, albeit at the cost of conjugating
extremely large probes to small biomolecules such as
DNA, RNA, or proteins (~1–5 nm). Bulky probes do not
reveal the true locations of the biomolecules, and large
probes may interfere with biological function. Single
organic dyes are small molecule probes (<1 nm), however,
it can be challenging to achieve nanometer-scale localiza-
tion precision (1–10 nm) using organic dyes due to the
limited number of photons collected per imaging event or
before dyes bleach to an irreversible dark state. From this
perspective, FDNs offer the combined advantages of
enhanced photophysical properties and small nanoscale
dimensions, which can benefit a wide array of advanced
high-resolution imaging techniques and subdiffraction
localization methods (48,51). Given the relatively small
size and improved brightness of FDNs, these probes feature
potential benefits for both single-molecule experiments and
general fluorescence imaging (5,45,46), including extended
observation periods during sample imaging. Based on our
results and proof-of-principle application of FDNs to bio-
logical imaging, dendritic nanoprobes appear to hold strong
potential to serve as a new, to our knowledge, class of fluo-
rescent probes for biological assays and imaging.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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